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The Effects of Repeated Readings and Attentional

Cuin on the Readin Fluenc and Comprehension

of Third Graders

Purpose of the Study

The theory of automatic information processing of LaBerge and

Samuels (1970 suggests that, in rearing, fluent decoding of words

eliminates the need for the reader to direct attention to decoding.

Attention becomes available to process other information, for example,

the nearing of the passage. Within this framework, automatic decoding- -

that is decoding that requires little or no attention--can be

conceptualized as e necessary precondition for comprehension. If

attention shifts automatically from decoding to comprehension as

decoding becomes automatic, then automatic decoding can be considered

a sufficient precondition.

Several studies in which the method of repeated readings was

examined (Carver & Hoffman, 1981; Chomsky, 1976; Dahl, 1979; Gonzales &

Elijah, 1975; Samuels, 1979) support the notion that automatic decoding

is a sufficient precondition for comprehension. In these studies

repeated practice to preset criteria of fluency resulted in faster

reading speeds, greater accuracy, and increased comprehension. On the

other hand, studies in which fluency was increased by training words

in isolation (rleisher, Jenkins, & Pany, 1979; Spring, Blunden, &

Gatheral, 1981) have shown that fluency can be increased with no
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concurrent effect on comprehension. These results suggest that fluency

may be necessary but not sufficient for comprehension.

This discrepancy can be explained using concepts from the LaBerge

ane S.apluelis model: Although attention is made available when automatic

deco:r)g is achieved, it may not automatically shift to comprehension.

If attention is available but not redirected to comprehension, then a

simple strategy--such as a verbal cue to read for meaning--might prove

sufficient to improve the comprehension of fluent readers. Studies of

the effects of cues to alter reading performance (DiStefano, Noe, &

Valencia, 1981; Frase & Kreitzberg, 1975; Grant & Hall, 1967; Pehrsson,

1974) have proven generally successful.

It wa.s the purpose of our study to determine the effects of

repeated readings with cues for comprehension or cues for fluency on

reading fluency and comprehension.

Methods

Thirty third-graders reading at or above grade level read three

equally difficult passages: one once, one three times, and one seven

times. Half of the children were told to read for meaning; they were

instructed to "Remember as much about the story as you can". The

other half were cued to read for speed and accuracy; they were told

to "read as quickly and accurately as you can". These cues were

repeated before each reading of each passage.

The children were timed during the final reading of each passage

and their errors were recorded. The number of words read per minute (WPM)
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was calculated and used as the measure of reading fluency in the data

analyses. In addition, after the final reading of each passage, the

children were asked to retell as much about the story as they could

remember. The children were taped as they retold the stories and the

recordings were later analyzed (using the procedure described by

Kintsch, 1974) to determine the proportion of propositions (POP) retold.

POP was used in the data analyses as our measure of reading comprehension.

Results

In general, we found that both variables--repeated readings and

attentional focus--produced significant effects on fluency and com-

prehension and that these effects were independent of one another.

Thus, we can discuss the results of repeated readings separately from the

results of the attentional cues.

Repeated Readings

Reading fluency increased from 1 to 3 to 7 readings independent of

the attentional cue with which the children were provided. In Table 1,

the average wpm of the Fluency and Comprehension Groups are shown. The

mean number of wpm increased from 109 with one reading, to 133 with

three readings, to 145 with seven. All of these differences were

statistically significant.

The same pattern was observed in the analysis of the reading

comprehension data that is shown in Table 2. The proportion of

propositions retold increased from .20 with one reading, to .27 with

three, to .31 with seven. The latter two POP measures did not differ,

but both were greater than the former.
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Insert Tables 1 and 2 about here

Attentional Focus

Reading fluency was greater among the children cued to read rapidly

and accurately regardless of the number of times they had read the

passage. As can be seen in Table 1, the children instructed to read

rapidly and accurately averaged 138 wpm; the children cued to read for

meaning averaged 120 wpm.

Reading comprehension was greater among the children cued to read

for meaning, again regardless of the number of times they had read the

passage. Table 2 shows that the mean proportion of propositions retold

was .31 for the cue-for-meaning group and .21 for the cue-for-fluency

group.

Discussion

Our results show that reading fluency increases and reading

comprehension improves with repeated readings of the same passage

and, in this respect, our results are consistent with previous

investigations. The children in our study increased their reading

fluency 22% from one to three readings and 9% from three to seven.

Their comprehension scores improved 35% from one to three readings

and 15% from three to seven. Our results also address the question

of the optimal number of readings. We found that 80% of the gain in

fluency from one to seven readings was achieved following the fourth

reading of a passage. Furthermore, although reading comprehension did

improve significantly from one to three readings, it did not improve
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significantly from three to seven. Thus, three or four readings would

seem optimal ih the sense that most of the gain in fluency and comprehension

is achieved by then.

We also found that children read more fluently (by 15%) when

instructed to read rapidly and accurately than when instructed to read

for meaning. However, children were better able to retell the stories

(by 48%) when cued to meaning. When the relative effects of repeated

readings and attentional cues are considered, it can be argued that the

latter is more efficient in improving comprehension: When cued for

meaning, the children retold 25% of the story propositions after one

reading; when cued for fluency, the same proportion was not reached

until seven readings.

Finally, our readers benefited from the repeated readings method

regardless of the cue they were provided. The readers in the cue-for-

fluency group did not require a cue to attend to meaning in order for

their comprehension to improve. Apparently, their attention was shifted

to comprehension without an explicit instruction to do so.
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Table 1. Meannumber of words read per minute

by group and number of readings

Words Per Minute

1 3 7 Total

Fluency 117 142 155 138

Comprehension 101 124 134 120

Total 109 133 145 129

Table 2. Mean proportions of propositions retold

by group and number of readings (decimals omitted).

Proportions of Propositions Retold

1 3 7 Total

Fluency 15 22 26 21

Comprehension 25 32 37 31

Total 20 27 31 26


